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Free Trade and India 
 

This paper will look at free trade from the viewpoint of an economist, analyze whether its 

benefits are greater than its costs and determine if in fact, unrestricted international trade 

helps to achieve the ethics of economists. I will present a traditional economic argument 

for free trade using India as an example while providing empirical evidence.  Free trade 

does not come without costs. You, the reader should understand the costs of free trade 

and think critically about the issue while reading this paper. In order to get your mind 

racing, there will be arguments presented against free trade and the negative affects that it 

has. My intention for this paper is to insight the reader to learn more about free trade and 

the issues surrounding it. 

 

Globalization is the increasing interconnectedness of the world. The integration of 

societies consists of three primary areas: economic integration, cultural integration and 

political integration. Trade is the primary engine of economic integration. It is the 

unrestricted flow of goods and services across international boundaries. The trade 

benefits that are sought after by Multinational Corporations and state actors are 

accomplished through means of comparative advantage. A country has a comparative 

advantage in producing a good if the opportunity cost of producing that good in terms of 

other goods is lower in that country than it is in other countries. Exchange rates play a 

role, however, assuming that preferences are equal across countries, the trade pattern of 

goods incorporates floating exchange rates (meaning that exchange rates of countries are 
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not fixed, and are determined by international market supply and demand for a currency). 

Trade can benefit both countries involved if each country exports the goods in which it 

has a comparative advantage. Free trade has many supporters and critics, each with their 

own agenda.  

 

Economists believe in achieving market efficiency through free markets. Restrictions on 

markets create inefficiencies which eventually lead to non-market failures. Trade 

between states acts as a catalyst for labor specialization which allows wealthy countries 

to use their resources, whether labor, capital or technology more efficiently. Because 

countries are endowed with different assets and natural resources, some countries may 

produce the same good more efficiently and therefore sell it more cheaply than other 

countries. If a country cannot efficiently produce an item, it will be able trade for that 

item with a country that does produce it efficiently. This specialization is the primary 

component in determining the comparative advantage of a particular country. In turn, 

specialization is the primary determinant of which goods and services will be produced at 

“home” and which will be imported from abroad. Specialization of goods and services 

allow countries to maximize their production and growth by producing goods which they 

specialize in.  

 

Cost-minimizing efforts by companies have led to an increasing number jobs being 

outsourced out from the United States and into countries that have a comparative 

advantage in manufacturing a particular good. It is more affordable to purchase a good 

from companies with comparative advantages than it is to produce the good internally. 
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This aspect of free trade has been heavily criticized by labor rights organizations and 

other political entities. However, from an economics perspective, imports do not cause a 

net loss of jobs in a nation’s economy. It redistributes resources to more productive areas 

of the economy, creating an even more efficient economy in the long-run. For most 

domestic workers, imports raise real compensation by keeping prices down and 

stimulating domestic competition. Jobs are outsourced to the United States. These jobs 

are not in sectors such as textiles and manufacturing, which are thought of to be 

traditional jobs that are outsourced. Many finance jobs including banking are outsourced 

to the US.  HSBC, on of England’s largest banks generates over half of its revenue 

through its US offices. I am not referring to retail banking, but corporate finance, such as 

investment banking, capital structuring advisory and other similar products. Imports 

benefit American producers, providing capital equipment to make workers more 

productive and lower-cost inputs, such as steel, electronic components, and raw 

materials, that make their products more price-competitive in world markets. The 

economic principles behind this correlation has partially to do with the “floating 

exchange rates.” As imports increase, the demand for the US dollar decreases. This 

devalues the dollar (empirically, we can see this through the devaluation of the dollar 

over that last couple years as our trade deficit continues to increase). As the US dollar 

becomes less valuable, its goods become cheaper and in turn more competitive on the 

open market. Outsourcing, even though in the short run may seem to make some people 

significantly worse of and the majority marginally better off, is better to be thought of as  

the redistribution of domestic resources to create an overall more efficient economy in 

the long run. This should be thought of a Pareto improvement for the world, but not 
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domestically. The people who lose their jobs in the short-run do not gain. Over the long-

run, they would gain from reentering the workforce in a more efficient industry. At this 

point, free trade could be thought of as a Pareto improvement for the consumers and 

workers. The costs of outsourcing: transportation costs + foreign wages + loss of 

domestic jobs, are far less than the gains from outsourcing, which is the difference 

between operating costs at home versus operating abroad. 

 

It is common knowledge that many of the high technology firms in the United States 

have been slowly outsourcing jobs abroad. The goods that are produced abroad by 

“home” countries are then exported from abroad back “home”. Free trade allows for 

firms to use the specialized labor of a foreign market to reduce its production costs while 

still selling its goods to “home” consumers at “home” prices.  The decision to do so is 

very logical and intelligent from a firm’s perspective. The firm is concerned with the 

cutting of costs to maximize profit. An outstanding liability on the firm’s balance sheet is 

the cost of labor. If labor abroad is cheap, than a firm has a real incentive to outsource 

jobs. “Outsourcers reap gross margins of 25% to 50% on projects sent overseas”, says Jai 

Shekhawat, CEO and co-founder of Fieldglass Inc., a Chicago-based firm that advises 

companies on outsourcing. “Contractor typically pays between $11.70 and $16.25 per 

hour, including benefits, to a computer programmer in Mumbai, India, and charges its 

American client between $18 and $25 hourly for that worker”, says he (Outsourcing to 

India).  
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Since the mid 1990’s, numerous technology companies have increased their foreign 

direct investments in India. India is seen as a country that embodies many key 

characteristics of a cost-minimizing labor market.  There is a sizeable portion of the 

population that is well educated in the technical fields such of: engineering, computer 

science and information technology. The Indian government has used education as a 

platform to entice foreign investment as well as domestic industrial growth. Michael 

Parks, the CEO of the Revere Group said, “India sees this potential and is working 

towards meeting future demand for knowledgeable workers at home and abroad. India 

produces 3.1 million college graduates a year, which is expected to double by 2010. The 

number of engineering colleges is slated to grow 50%, to nearly 1,600, in four years 

(click here to find out more about India’s educational system and how it is impacting the 

global job market http://www.globalchange.com/outsourcing.htm ).” The sheer size of 

the labor force is attractive to companies who are trying to achieve economies of scale in 

production.  The government of India has decreased intervention in its capital markets 

and has opened up its economy to foreign investors.  The pro-business reform of 1980 

initiated by Indira Gandhi and carried on by Rajiv Gandhi, eased restrictions on capacity 

expansion for incumbents, removed price controls and reduced corporate taxes. The 

economic liberalisation of 1991, initiated by then Indian prime minister P. V. Narasimha 

Rao and his finance minister Manmohan Singh in response to a macroeconomic crisis did 

away with the Licence Raj (investment, industrial and import licensing) and ended public 

sector monopoly in many sectors, thereby allowing automatic approval of foreign direct 

investment in many sectors (Economy of India). These actions have increased supply in 

the international labor market substantially. Companies seek to increase their profit 
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margins. The cost cutting strategy of outsourced production has proven to be widely used 

in India, and continues to be a rapidly growing means of achieving efficiency.  

 

Opposition to unrestricted international trade is very strong. The costs of free trade in the 

short run are high and many people on both sides of the trade pattern are affected (foreign 

and domestic). Free trade allows companies the possibility of outsourcing the production 

of goods for domestic sale. Environmental and labor standards imposed upon these 

companies can be less in foreign production. Labor and environmental advocates argue 

that free trade thereby creates conditions that allow companies to circumvent domestic 

regulations, by producing elsewhere. The rest of the civilized modern world view India as 

the seat of sweatshop labor with long, late hours and low pay. Many Indian workers do 

not see the need for unions and do not understand their basic rights in the workplace 

(click on this link to read an eye opening article about labor unions in India  

http://www.enterblog.com/200509220355.html). 

 

 It has also been argued that free trade hurts developed nations because it causes jobs 

from those nations to move to other countries, and accelerates the "race to the bottom". 

As well as reducing rich-country GDP through lost jobs, competitive pressures will 

undermine democracy by creating pressures to lower wage demands, and protections like 

environmental and safety standards. The "race to the bottom" is blamed on international 

competition to attract traded-goods production, which, with Free Trade, can be sited 

anywhere. According to Paul Craig Roberts, the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury 

during the Reagan administration, The US economy has ceased to create jobs in high tech 
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sectors and in export and import-competitive sectors. Offshore outsourcing of 

manufacturing and of engineering and professional services has undermined the upward 

mobility that made the American Dream possible. Roberts concludes by saying, “China 

and India are winning. America is losing. It is as simple as that,” (click here to read Paul 

Craig Roberts’ analysis on loss of domestic jobs to outsourcing 

http://www.counterpunch.org/roberts05122005.html).   

 

The debate over trade and outsourcing is very involving and complicated. There are many 

ethical and political issues on the table aside from the apparent economic ones. The 

information I have provided you should help stimulate some thoughts you have on the 

issue. Some key questions you should ask yourself are: How does the issue of free trade 

vary over time? As a society, are we more concerned about the majority (the consumers), 

or should we be more concerned about minority (workers who have lost their jobs)? If 

you are interested in this controversy, I urge you read the articles I have cited in this 

paper and to continue to think critically about free trade.  
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